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ABSTRACT
As computational capabilities continue to grow, exploring the limits of computational fluid dynamics to capture complex and elusive phe-
nomena, which are otherwise difficult to study by experimental techniques, is one of the main targets for the research community. This paper
presents a detailed analysis of the physical processes that lead to combustion noise emissions in internal combustion engines. In particu-
lar, diesel combustion in a compression–ignition (CI) engine is studied in order to understand the singular behavior of the in-cylinder flow
field responsible for the acoustic emissions. The main objective is, therefore, to improve the understanding of the phenomena involved in
CI engine noise using large eddy simulations. Several visualization methods are employed to investigate the connection between combustion
behavior and its effects on the pressure field. In addition, proper orthogonal decomposition is used to analyze the modal energy distribution
among all the acoustic modes. The results show that the acoustic signature is fundamentally conditioned by the intensity of the premixed
combustion rather than by the pressure oscillations generated by turbulent fluctuations in the flame surface established during the diffusion
stage.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0011929., s

I. INTRODUCTION

With millions of units in operation, the internal combustion
engine (ICE) remains the most predominant propulsion system in
the world. It is precisely its ubiquity that brings us to one of its
most relevant issues: noise pollution. Links between traffic noise and
increased sleep disorders, hypertension, strokes, and mortality have
been established, especially in urban environments where engine
noise is prevalent over tire noise due to lower speeds and people
living, working, and sleeping close to busy roads.1

Studies by the European Environment Agency have found that
more than 70 × 106 people in European cities alone are subjected
to day–evening–night noise levels (Lden) above 55 dB, while only
7% of the proposed solutions to ameliorate this social problem have
been addressed to the source itself: automotive powertrains.2 As
pressure mounts from both environmental regulators and much
quieter electric alternatives, engine manufacturers are increasingly

aware of the noise emission problem and are, thus, prioritizing the
reduction in Noise, Vibration, and Harshness (NVH) issues in their
design targets. Often, NVH mitigation is attempted outside of the
design loop, when the configuration is nearly frozen, instead of treat-
ing these problems as design optimization parameters along with
performance, efficiency, emission, etc.

At the same time, engine manufacturers are becoming increas-
ingly reliant on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in order to
speed up the design cycle and reduce their costs, since numerical
models are more cost-effective than experimental engine test cells. A
major area of interest is, therefore, the integration of engine acoustic
behavior prediction into the early stages of the design loop carried
out through numerical simulation.3 This would allow manufactur-
ers to consider the effect of their design choices on noise emissions
early on, leading to streamlined development processes and bet-
ter optimized engine configurations.4,5 Specifically, research efforts
are focused on new combustion strategies, based on decreasing
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the burning temperatures,6,7 which benefits in terms of efficiency,
and pollutant emissions are confronted with the high noise levels
developed by combustion.8,9

However, although research on numerical simulation of com-
bustion has remarkably progressed since its inception, literature
on methodologies for acoustic characterization of compression–
ignition (CI) ICEs is still scarce,10 as research efforts are mostly con-
cerned with gas turbine combustors and, in the field of reciprocating
engines, with spark-ignition (SI) concepts.

While as a first approach one could be tempted to use the same
numerical modeling strategies as those commonly employed in these
cases when considering compression–ignition engines, it is crucial to
first realize that the CI combustion process leads to the prevalence
of different acoustic phenomena than those commonly considered
in SI engines and continuous combustion devices.

II. BACKGROUND
A. Combustion noise

The combustion of a volume element with a reactive mixture
leads to a sudden release of energy. Only a minor part of this energy
contributes to noise generation. In a given combustor device, the
emitted sound power is ∼5–6 orders of magnitude less than its ther-
mal input. However, combustion noise has been established as a crit-
ical issue not only in industrial environments but also in powertrain
sectors such as aeronautical or road transport vehicles. Although all
these combustion systems are completely different and their flame
features can be distinct, the fundamentals of the origin of combus-
tion noise are common among them.11 From a physical point of
view, combustion noise is a result of the interaction between tur-
bulence and combustion,12 and depending on the application, the
contribution of each phenomenon may be completely different. The
fundamental understanding of noise is, therefore, essential to ana-
lyze the connection between combustion and the corresponding
acoustics.

In positive displacement devices such as reciprocating inter-
nal combustion engines (ICEs), the interplay of thermal and acous-
tic phenomena is especially singular due to their cyclic, unsteady
operation13,14 and the fact that the process occurs in a closed fluid
domain. In addition, the acoustic damping due to the engine struc-
ture and ambient attenuation is a relevant aspect to consider. Since
the early 1980s, multiple studies have focused on establishing a rela-
tion between the combustion noise source and the end user, thereby
estimating how source phenomena translate to the externally radi-
ated noise, where NVH analysis has evidenced completely different
propagation patterns of the acoustic energy.15,16

Since it has been demonstrated that the acoustic response of
the engine is highly non-linear and it is mainly related to the oper-
ating condition,17 the engine block design and the acoustic insula-
tion,15,18 further studies assessed the radiation through the engine
by different approaches. Many research works estimate the acous-
tic path between the source and free-field conditions by a transfer
function.19–21 Other authors17,22 found correlations between typical
engine output parameters and both objective and subjective effects
on noise. On the other hand, some researchers dedicated efforts to
identify which are the main sources within the engine structure.23,24

Moreover, while Mao et al.25 optimized the engine block design

using a finite-element model to improve the acoustic signature of
the engine, others such as Duvigneau et al.26 resorted to CFD and
simplified acoustic models to achieve an improved design.

Combustion noise, based on the phenomena involved, can be
split into direct and indirect components.27 Direct noise is related to
stochastic processes of volumetric contraction and expansion in the
reaction region.28 This is originated by random fluctuations of heat
release rate (HRR) due to the chemical reactions within the flame
surface. Indirect noise, or entropy noise, is linked to temperature
non-uniformities that are convectively transported.29 Although a
given combustion system can emit both direct and indirect noises,30

the latter is an exclusive feature of continuous-flux systems,31 for
example, entropy spots accelerated downstream of the gas turbine
combustion chambers.32

Being the sole source of noise emission in ICEs, direct noise
occurs in a bounded region, and it is modified from the flame by the
transmission from the combustion chamber to the far-field through
the engine structure.33 In nature, direct noise is broadband since
its sources are incoherent throughout the flame surface under a
given stable operating condition. Therefore, it is a random phe-
nomenon of turbulent combustion that radiates across a broadband
of frequencies.

The acoustic response can also be different owing to the inter-
ference between the originated pressure waves and chamber walls.34

When feedback is established between the pressure perturbations
and the turbulent combustion, an instability in the flame surface
appears. The volume fluctuations caused by the unsteady combus-
tion are propagated as pressure waves, whose interaction and reflec-
tion at the chamber boundaries force the gas to oscillate in different
patterns,35 causing even more unsteady combustion. If the rela-
tionship among pressure waves phase fits, self-excited oscillations
grow and discrete tones at resonant frequencies associated with the
acoustic features of the combustion chamber emerge.36

This phenomenon, which may be observed as the presence
of high-frequency oscillations in the in-cylinder pressure or as the
characteristic broad peak in the spectrum, also cited by Priede,37 is
traditionally referred to as combustion chamber resonance, rever-
beration, or even knocking.87 This acoustic interaction is also of
great importance for the design of combustion chambers since it
can be accompanied by extremely high noise levels38 and stiff pres-
sure oscillations that may cause structural damage of several engine
components.39

B. Combustion chamber acoustics
in compression–ignition engines

Since the work of Draper in 1938,40 knock effects in SI combus-
tion engines were investigated in comparison with the ideal vibra-
tion modes of a cylinder. Priede37 also indicated that “the frequency
of gas oscillations is determined by the geometric shape of the combus-
tion chamber,” a concept that would be linked to resonance modes
in a follow-up paper,41 in which he mentions the simple side-to-
side mode, already detected by Draper,40 when sudden knocking
events occur in SI engines. However, neither of them had the means
to resolve the actual, three-dimensional (3D) gas oscillation modes
caused by the combustion and chamber geometry.

Targeting open chambers and assuming several simplifications,
Hickling et al.35 tried to improve upon purely theoretical formulae
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using the Finite Element Method (FEM). Still, his 16-element,
quiescent gas FEM model lacked the capability to resolve actual
flow or combustion, or even small-scale gas oscillations, and thus,
only a slight variation from the theoretical modal coefficients was
obtained.

Considering the particular case of CI engines, all axial (longi-
tudinal) modes are out of the human hearing range (traditionally
bounded by 20 Hz and 20 kHz) owing to the characteristic length
of the combustion chambers used in automotive applications. Simi-
larly, the radial modes (also known as transverse azimuthal modes)
of third order or higher are out of the human hearing range. On the
contrary, the radial modes of first or second orders correspond to
characteristic frequencies within the highly sensitive human percep-
tion range,17 and only the first circumferential (or transverse radial)
mode falls within the hearing range.

The potential of computational methods for analyzing ICE
chamber resonance modes was first demonstrated by Torregrosa
et al.17 and Broatch et al.42 However, although wave motion across
the chamber was successfully resolved and compared with theo-
retical cylinder modes, no realistic initial flow field or combustion
models were used, introducing, instead, small regions of high pres-
sure simulating the ignition points. Furthermore, Torregrosa et al.17

showed through calculations based on acoustic modal theory43 how
the acoustic excitation point—in this case the ignition location—has
an impact on the high-frequency pressure response.

This effect was reproduced later by Broatch et al.42 using more
detailed CFD simulations. They also suggested that the amplitude
of pressure oscillations is linked to the intensity and relative loca-
tion of the excitation, which in engine terminology is equivalent to
the spatial pressure gradients achieved and to the relative position of
the ignition zones in the chamber. Following these previous works,
this paper focuses on leveraging the capabilities of numerical sim-
ulations to predict and analyze the acoustic sources generated by
CI combustion. Specifically, diesel combustion was chosen in this
investigation due to its clear propensity to generate loud noise levels
and a particularly annoying noise quality.

In addition, proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) was uti-
lized to isolate the most relevant flow structures and further under-
stand which noise generation mechanisms contribute to the overall
combustion acoustics to a larger extent. The rest of the paper is orga-
nized as follows: The methodology used in this work is presented in
Sec. III including the details of numerical setup, model validation,
and POD technique. Section IV discusses the main findings of this
study. Finally, the main conclusions from this work are presented in
Sec. V.

III. METHODOLOGY
A CFD model of a CI engine was developed to reproduce the

characteristics of diesel combustion. Since an inherent objective of
this work is to contribute to the fundamental understanding of com-
bustion noise for automotive engine applications, the engine was
conscientiously selected for dealing with current design tendencies
of the automotive industry. Table I summarizes the main specifi-
cations of the engine considered. The model was widely validated
in previous publications10,44 within the unsteady Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes (URANS) framework.

TABLE I. Main specifications and injection system characterization of the engine.

Engine type CI diesel engine

Number of cylinders (-) 4 in line
Displacement (cm3) 1600
Bore–Stroke (mm) 75.0–88.3
Connecting rod length (mm) 13.7
Compression ratio (-) 18:1
Number of valves (-) 2 intake and 2 exhaust
Injector nozzles 6
Nozzle hole diameter (μm) 124
Included spray angle (deg) 150

After the model implementation and validation, a detailed anal-
ysis of the solution was carried out to relate the distinct combustion
phases to their corresponding acoustic sources, thus allowing a bet-
ter understanding of the critical noise generation mechanisms and
the phenomenology involved. Then, a modal decomposition tech-
nique was applied in order to further verify the conclusions and to
quantify the relative contributions of different combustion acoustic
sources.

A. Numerical model
A numerical model of the engine was developed45 in order to

assess the unsteady flow field. Specifically, large eddy simulations
(LESs)46 were used to approach the turbulence problem by per-
forming a low-pass spatiotemporal filtering of the Navier–Stokes
equations. In contrast to the unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–
Stokes (URANS) formulation, this keeps the fluctuation information
(although only up to the size of the chosen filter), so more realistic
unsteady phenomena can be adequately resolved.47,48

The LES subgrid scale tensor is modeled using the one-equation
dynamic structure model.48

A second-order central differencing scheme was used for spatial
discretization, and a first-order implicit scheme was employed for
temporal discretization.

The Redlich–Kwong equation49 was selected as the equation
of state for calculating the compressible flow properties. Pressure–
velocity coupling was achieved by using a modified Pressure Implicit
with Splitting of Operators (PISO) method.50

For combustion modeling, the finite-rate chemistry model51

was employed along with a multi-zone (MZ) approach, with bins
of 5 K in temperature and 0.05 in equivalence ratio.52 This approach
has been previously employed in numerical studies53,54,88–90 to sim-
ulate combustion in both SI and CI engines.

A reduced chemical kinetic mechanism for primary reference
fuels (PRF) based on Brakora and Reitz55 was used in this work to
account for fuel chemistry, and n-heptane was used as the diesel
surrogate. The referred mechanism was originally developed for
approximating the kinetics of several mixtures of diesel, biodiesel,
and gasoline fuels, allowing us to perform a fair comparison between
several blends of those fuels. For the present study, iso-octane
reactions were deactivated so as to predict diesel ignition features,
thereby resulting in 42 species and 168 reactions.
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FIG. 1. Numerical domain and mesh
characterization of the engine architec-
ture.

The fuel injection was described by the standard Discrete
Droplet Model (DDM).56 The injection droplet diameter distri-
bution was assumed to be constant with a size of 124 μm,
which coincides with the diameter of the injector nozzle. The
Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH)–Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) breakup model was
employed to model spray atomization.57 Droplet collision and
coalescence were modeled by O’Rourke’s model.58 Moreover, the
Frossling correlation59 was used to model fuel evaporation. The
drag coefficient of the droplets was calculated by the dynamic drag
model of Liu et al.60 Following the extensively accepted standard
approach,61 diesel fuel physical properties were given by the diesel2
fuel surrogate,62 which is known to provide suitable estimations of
key spray parameters such as liquid length.62

The numerical domain, as shown in Fig. 1, included the com-
plete single cylinder geometry and the intake/exhaust ports, allowing
us to perform full cycle simulations.

The mesh discretization was performed using the cut-cell
Cartesian method. The base mesh size was 2.2 mm throughout the
domain in the reference grid configuration. Three levels of fixed
embedding (0.275 mm of cell size) were added to the walls of the
combustion chamber, ports, and the region near the fuel injector,
to improve boundary layer prediction and the accuracy of spray
atomization, droplet breakup/coalescence, etc. The mesh size in the

TABLE II. Wall temperatures used for the boundary conditions.

Boundary condition Temperature (K)

Piston 488.98
Cylinder head 484.14
Liner 398.25
Valves (plate) 484.14
Valves (stem) 351.45
Intake ports 351.45
Exhaust ports 401.36

chamber was reduced by two levels of embedding (0.55 mm of cell
size) after the start of combustion, for an improved recreation of the
interaction and reflection of the pressure waves while avoiding unde-
sired spatial aliasing effects. The CFD model also employed adaptive
mesh refinement (AMR) to increase the grid resolution by four lev-
els of refinement (up to 0.138 mm minimum cell size) based on the
velocity and temperature subgrid scales of 1 ms−1 and 2.5 K, respec-
tively. As a result, the total number of cells varied between 13 × 106

and 25 × 106 during the simulation.
Wall temperatures were assumed to be constant and estimated

using a lumped heat transfer model.63 These values are included in
Table II for reference. The inflow/outflow boundaries placed at the
end of the intake and exhaust ports were prescribed by the cycle-
averaged values of the corresponding measured pressures and tem-
peratures. Finally, all turbulence approaches were coupled with the
wall heat transfer model developed by Angelberger et al.64

Several monitor points were distributed across the combustion
chamber, including one at the same location as the pressure trans-
ducer in the experiments, in order to analyze the location of the
standing waves. Moreover, the computed pressure was recorded at
a sampling frequency of 50 kHz so as to provide an aliasing-free
bandwidth, sufficient to cover the human hearing range.65

B. Numerical model validation
On account of the particular behavior of the pressure field

within the chamber, traditional in-cylinder pressure measurements
through a single transducer do not provide enough information for
characterizing all resonant phenomena completely. The oscillation
patterns observed in the pressure cause distinct local pressure dis-
tributions that condition the signal registration. Hence, the simu-
lated and measured signals must be recorded at the same location
to ensure a fair comparison among them. The experimental pres-
sure trace registered by a piezoelectric sensor is, therefore, compared
to that obtained from a point monitor at the same location of the
transducer in order to check the consistency of numerical results. If
these signals match in temporal and frequency domains, the solution
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was considered to be suitable for extrapolation to the entire chamber
domain.

The heat release due to combustion was also included for a
qualitative validation of the combustion process. In the case of
experiments, this parameter was obtained by solving the energy
equation with the in-pressure measurement and assuming several
simplifications.66 The equation is solved assuming uniform pres-
sure and temperature fields through the whole combustion cham-
ber, and it yields the instantaneous mean temperature and heat
release. The latter parameter can be obtained considering additional
hypotheses that allow us to separate heat loss to the walls and the
apparent HRR. Furthermore, signal filtering is applied to the raw in-
cylinder pressure to remove high-frequency oscillations. This pro-
cedure usually smoothens out some relevant information that sub-
sequently conditions the HRR profile estimation itself. Due to all
these simplifications, the parameters estimated by this method (such
as ignition onsets and general trend) must only be considered as a
reference.

The steady operating condition defined by an engine speed
of 2400 rpm and 168 Nm of torque was selected to validate the
numerical methodology. Full details of this operating condition are
summarized in Table III. This configuration was specifically cho-
sen to assure a high contribution of the resonance phenomena to
the overall acoustics. In order to assure statically valid results from
the simulation, several consecutive engine cycles were calculated.
The first one, initialized from a well-validated URANS simulation,67

was removed to avoid possible convergence issues.
The validity of the results was judged using the uncertainty

analysis proposed in Ref. 68 and later used by Probst et al.69 to
estimate the minimum number of LES cycles that correctly capture
the cycle-to-cycle variability (CCV) in a conventional spark-ignition
engine.70 Similarly, we consider the uncertainty due to the num-
ber of engine cycles sampled in both the mean and the variation,
quantified by the standard deviation (SD), as

x + t α
2 ;ν

s
N
≤ μ ≤ x + t(1− α

2 );ν
s
N

, (1)

s
¿
ÁÁÀN − 1

χ2
α
2 ;ν
≤ σ ≤ s

¿
ÁÁÀ N − 1

χ2
(1− α

2 );ν
, (2)

where the true mean (μ) and variation (σ) were calculated from the
sample mean (x) and standard deviation (s) for N samples. The
t α

2 ;ν and χ2
α
2 ;ν values come from the t-distribution and chi-squared

distribution for 1 − α and ν degrees of freedom, respectively.

TABLE III. Details of the operating point considered in this work.

Engine speed (rpm) 2400
Torque (Nm) 168.3
Number of injections (-) 3 (2 pilots + main)
Injected mass [mg/str] 2.0 2.0 27.5
Injection timing (deg) −36.3 −14.1 −0.1
Injection pressure (MPa) 80
Intake pressure (MPa) 0.206

If the true means and variations overlap between the experi-
ment and simulations, it is possible to claim that the model is captur-
ing the same level of CCV observed in the experiments. Full details
about this statistical method are widely explained in Ref. 68.

This procedure was applied after each cycle simulation until the
aforementioned statistical demands were fulfilled, thereby giving the
minimum number of required cycles. In this case, the three param-
eters plotted in Fig. 2 were considered: the maximum peak pres-
sure, the noise intensity, and the pressure unsteady intensity. The
noise intensity, also denoted as overall noise (ON) level, accounts
for the noise levels emitted from the combustion chamber.9 Sim-
ilarly, the pressure unsteady intensity accounts for the severity of
high-frequency unsteady pressure oscillations. This parameter is
also referred to in the literature as energy of resonance or reverber-
ation.71 Results included in this figure correspond to the statistics
achieved after each simulated cycle (8 in total, without considering
the first simulated cycle).

Although it may seem a low number, results demonstrate that
four realizations are sufficient to assure a statistically valid LES solu-
tion. Experiment and simulation mean/variation overlapped after
the fourth engine cycle in all considered parameters.

After the statistical analysis, additional validation tasks were
performed to check the suitability of the model to capture other
relevant parameters and trends. In Fig. 3, the in-cylinder pres-
sure measured data, including the experimental standard deviation
data, are plotted against the numerical solution obtained from the
model.

In general, the numerical model offers a good estimation of the
in-cylinder pressure evolution since all simulated cycles are within
experimental dispersion nearly throughout the cycle. Only a slight
underestimation is observed in the numerical solution after the top
dead center (0○), when the energy release of the mixing-controlled
combustion phase reaches its maximum value. Nonetheless, it has
been demonstrated that the method used to estimate the HRR from
the experiments tends to underestimate the heat transfer toward the
walls when local temperatures are well-above the average tempera-
ture of the combustion chamber surfaces,66 thereby over-predicting
the HRR during these stages of the combustion process. This is
particularly evident when the diffusive combustion is completely
established and the sprays severely torch the piston surface.

Focusing on the zoomed-in views, it can be seen that the reso-
nant oscillation is self-similar from cycle-to-cycle: the cyclic disper-
sion is very small, and the same oscillation peaks can be consistently
identified. As expected, this cyclic variation is apparently reproduced
although without reaching the dispersion levels (±SD) seen in the
measurements (the in-cylinder pressure at 20○ is 10.4 ± 0.21 MPa
in the experiment and 10.1 ± 0.18 MPa in the simulation), since the
model does not account for additional sources of dispersion such as
mechanical deformations, variations in the injection mass and rate
due to injector tolerances, inhomogeneities in the injected fuel and
ingested air, asymmetries in heat transfer due to the coolant system,
etc.

In addition to the in-cylinder pressure comparison, the heat
release rate (HRR) is also included in Fig. 3. A reasonable agreement
between experimental and simulated data is obtained. However, the
simulation does not accurately predict the evolution of the HRR dur-
ing the burning of both pilot injections, at least not at the same level
of the main injection burning. Despite these differences between the
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FIG. 2. Uncertainty study results. The maximum pressure peak, the pressure
unsteady intensity, and the noise level were took into account.

curve estimated with the measured pressure and the curve predicted
by the CFD simulation, trends are reasonably reproduced well and
ignition delays are adequately captured. The time gap between the
experiment and the simulation is 0.13 ms, 0.14 ms, and 0.01 ms for

FIG. 3. Validation of the numerical model with regard to in-cylinder pressure and
heat release rate.

each ignition event (first pilot, second pilot, and main injection).
The ignition times were calculated by the time step at which 10%
of the fuel of each injection is burned. The disagreement observed
during the low-temperature chemistry reactions, gathered between
−25○ and −20○, is also remarkable. However, this is not especially
critical due to its low impact on thermodynamic conditions. Cyclic
dispersion levels drawn in this figure by the point-to-point SD are
reproduced reasonably. These levels are more apparent during the
combustion of the main injection where turbulence–spray interac-
tions have a direct impact on the energy release, as shown in the
right zoomed-in view of Fig. 3.

In Fig. 4, the sound pressure level is shown, indicating the
source mechanism of each part of the spectral signature, following
the method presented by Strahle,72 where the mechanical compres-
sion and mean combustion pressure trace are subtracted to identify
the cutoff frequency (in this case, ∼4 kHz) above which the unsteady
pressure oscillations are preponderant. It can be seen in the plot
that all simulated data in this last part of the spectrum, which con-
stitutes our range of maximum interest, are within the experimen-
tal standard deviation, suggesting that combustion-generated wave

FIG. 4. Validation of the numerical model with regard to the sound pressure level.
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interaction is well captured by the numerical setup considered in
this study. The pressure spectrum matches the experimental data,
without any undue dissipation of the resonant peaks that could be
induced by a badly posed numerical setup. The medium frequency
range, gathered between 0.4 kHz and 4 kHz, evidences a certain
degree of disagreement. However, both the main trend and the
average spectral content are similar, thus validating the numerical
solution.

C. Proper orthogonal decomposition
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD), also known as Prin-

cipal Component analysis (PCA) and Karhunen–Loève expansion,73

was utilized to isolate the most relevant flow structures in order to
further understand which noise generation mechanisms contribute
to the overall combustion acoustics to a larger extent. POD can be
performed gathering time snapshots of a system (in this case, of
the pressure distribution in the chamber) as columns of a matrix
V and then directly solving74 the eigensystem associated with the
time-averaged spatial correlation matrix VTV as

V = UΣWT. (3)

Here, U is a matrix whose columns Ψi contain the POD spa-
tial modes that form the orthonormal basis of V, which are also the
eigenvectors of VTV. The diagonal matrix Σ contains the princi-
pal values σi of V, which correspond to the squared eigenvalues of
VTV, thus solving the eigensystem of the time-averaged correlation
matrix.

Using POD, numerous authors decomposed the flow field into
its principal components, showing the contribution of each flow
structure to the total flow field,75 thus addressing many combustion
issues in internal combustion engines (ICEs). For instance, Chen
et al.76 used POD to analyze misfires in spark-ignition engines, and
cycle-to-cycle variation was widely studied by Bizon et al.,77 and
Dandby and Echekki78 tracked the evolution of different species
along the engine cycle.

Nonetheless, it was not until Broatch et al.70 and Torregrosa
et al.67 when this technique was applied to the acoustic analy-
sis of ICEs. Clear three-dimensional pressure modes were identi-
fied, reminiscent of classical open chamber acoustic modes35 but
demonstrating for the first time the additional complex interac-
tion of the pressure waves in different zones of the engine cylinder.
Besides, they showed the energy share associated with each acoustic
mode, thereby displaying a complete characterization of the acoustic
energy distribution using POD.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The numerical solution of the aforementioned LESs is used

here in order to further analyze the origin of combustion unsteadi-
ness and the subsequent acoustic behavior. Traditionally, CI engines
operate with diesel-like fuels, characterized by a high cetane num-
ber to assure the auto-ignition of the air–fuel mixture. Due to the
similarity observed among all simulated cycles, the following results
correspond to the cycle number three, including those presented
during the POD analysis (unless otherwise specified).

After the ignition, two different phases can be distinguished
within the combustion process.79 Actually, there is a previous phase

characterized by low-temperature chemistry reactions,80 although
it will not be considered in this analysis due to its low relevance
under the thermodynamic conditions. During the first phase, the
charge is burned in a premixed mode at different locations inside
the combustion chamber. The burning rate is primarily controlled
by chemical kinetics, causing an abrupt energy release. In the sec-
ond phase, a diffusion flame is established, and the energy may be
assumed to be released at the same rate as the fuel mixes with air.
The heat release rate is smoother than that in the previous phase,
and local heat release rate fluctuations appear as a consequence of
the interaction between turbulent transport and combustion.

Recalling the heat release rate (HRR) evolution shown in Fig. 3,
it is possible to observe the combustion response at each burning
stage. In this case, the process can be divided into three stages, one
for each of the characteristic main “bumps” observed in the HRR
trace that corresponds to a specific fuel injection event. In Fig. 5,
the HRR evolution is drawn together with the maximum local tem-
perature and the pressure oscillations registered at the transducer
location in order to identify all characteristic combustion stages and
timings. The Takeno flame index81 has been computed for each
recorded snapshot to characterize the different combustion phases

FIG. 5. Identification of the distinct combustion stages and phases. The energy
release is plotted together with the pressure oscillation registered at the transducer
location.
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precisely. In this way, the flame index at three instants representative
of the different combustion regimes has been plotted in the same fig-
ure. Furthermore, the spatially averaged value of this index has been
included for analyzing its temporal evolution.

As it can be seen, the fuel injected during the first pilot injec-
tion is practically burned under premixed conditions since the flame
index is above zero almost throughout this stage. The maximum
local temperature evolution reveals that only the first injection has
a clear low-temperature chemistry region, but most of the com-
bustion process develops under high-temperature heat release. The
local flame index shows that combustion happens at the end of the
spray plumes where the mixing conditions are close to the stoichio-
metric. The energy is rapidly released after the ignition, reaching a
maximum 1.1 ms after the start of injection.

In the first instance, combustion during the second pilot injec-
tion is developed under premixed conditions as evidenced by global
and local values of the flame index. However, the same index val-
ues show that the HHR drop observed after the local maximum is
maintained by a short diffusive combustion.

Similarly, the main injection shows the same two-phase burn-
ing: the former is developed under premixed conditions and the lat-
ter, being significantly longer, takes place under diffusive conditions.
During this last phase, the local flame index is clearly below zero and
the heat release increases once the local maximum associated with
the premixed phase is achieved.

Although the analysis of the pressure signal clearly shows how
the unsteady oscillations arise just before the premixed combustion
begins, there is no consensus on which combustion stage contributes
to this phenomenon to a greater extent. Schuller et al.,82 in collab-
oration with PSA Peugeot Citroën group, suggested that resonant
oscillations are caused only by the stochastic fluctuations produced
in the flame surface stabilized in the diffusion phase. On the con-
trary, the works of Torregrosa et al.17,42 suggest that pressure insta-
bilities generated during the premixed combustion are significantly
larger, and they dominate the acoustic source by far. Therefore, fur-
ther analysis of the numerical data could help shed some light on this
regard.

A. Phenomenological analysis of combustion
noise sources

Once the fuel is injected inside the chamber, a region with
high reactivity is formed at the end of the spray plume. The air–
fuel mixture within this region is rapidly consumed after sponta-
neous ignition, causing the aforementioned sudden energy release.
Then, if the fuel is still being injected, a diffusive flame is established
and the burning rate is now dominated by the turbulent transport.
In both combustion stages, the energy release causes an increase
in temperature that subsequently contributes to a rise in the mean
pressure of the chamber, and the structure of the pressure field is
changed.83

Figure 6 shows the evolution of the in-cylinder pressure field as
combustion progresses. In this figure, the pressure field obtained by
subtracting the spatially averaged pressure from the local pressure
level is shown on a horizontal cut plane orthogonal to the cylin-
der axis and located 5 mm away from the cylinder head. The color
scale was carefully fixed for a proper visualization of all pressure
fluctuations. In addition, the threshold establishes the limit from

FIG. 6. Pressure field visualization along the first pilot combustion. The spatially
averaged pressure evolution in the chamber is subtracted in order to clearly
observe the unsteady pressure fluctuation. The spray–combustion interaction is
showed via a combination of equivalence ratio and temperature clips.

which the pressure oscillation is below/above 0.2 ± 0.01 MPa. This
value represents 20% of the maximum oscillation magnitude reg-
istered within the chamber. The threshold helps us to track the
wave front and to easily compare the magnitude of all pressure
fluctuations observed in this and further studies. In addition, the
spray is visualized by clipping the equivalence ratio ϕ at the unity,
thereby showing the iso-volume of stoichiometric conditions enclos-
ing the spray. In addition, the reaction surface is depicted as a clip of
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temperature higher than 2200 K. This representation enables the
observation of coupling effects between the injection and combus-
tion while identifying the impact on the pressure field. The five
snapshots show the most relevant phases of this combustion stage.

The spatial uniformity of the pressure field is evident in the first
snapshot where the fuel is being injected for the first time inside the
chamber. After few nanoseconds, several pressure waves spring at
the end of the spray plumes caused by the ignition of the charge
(snapshots 2 and 3). Finally, in the following instants (snapshots 4
and 5), the interaction between all originated pressure waves results
in a macroscopic wave front traveling across the chamber.

Snapshots depicted in Fig. 7 show the instants after the
first pilot ignition (without considering the low-temperature heat
release). It can be seen from this sequence how this wave front trav-
els from the top-right to the bottom-left side of the chamber. As
soon as this wave reaches cylinder walls, it is reflected, producing
a standing wave that modifies local pressure magnitudes following
the already known oscillation patterns.35 It is important to note that
this resulting wave collapses the color scale and surpasses the thresh-
old previously defined, thus evincing that its amplitude is, at least,
similar to the maximum oscillation magnitude observed during the
process.

In the bottom timeline graph, the relative pressure registered
at a specific point within the chamber is plotted. The distinct injec-
tion/combustion characteristic timings are included as well in order
to identify possible links between the injection, combustion, and
their acoustic responses. Ignition times (Bi) were obtained by cal-
culating the time step at which 10% of the fuel of each injection
is consumed. As it can be seen, fuel from the first pilot injection
burns completely under premixed conditions since ignition (B1)

occurs well after the end of injection (C1), avoiding diffusion flame
establishment. Thereby, the oscillation observed between 1.0 ms and
1.5 ms is purely caused by the motion of the pressure wave generated
due to the premixed combustion of the first pilot injection.

The second pilot injection burning contributes to enhancing
the generated standing wave. In Fig. 8, where the unsteady pres-
sure field has been depicted following the same method as that in
Fig. 7, it can be observed how the threshold is narrowed, suggesting
an increase in the wave sharpness. Indeed, an amplitude increment
in the pressure registered at the probe location is clearly evident in
the aforementioned bottom graph.

Although there is a high-energy release due to premixed com-
bustion during this stage (see Fig. 5), not all the combustion is devel-
oped under these conditions. As it can be seen in the bottom graph
of Fig. 8, the ignition occurs before all fuel is injected into the cham-
ber; note that ignition (B2) precedes the end of injection (C2) in the
second pilot combustion phase.

In these images, the zoomed-in views of the spray jet are
included again to relate combustion to the response of the unsteady
pressure field. The first snapshot shows the instant at which the
steady flame is being established. The transition between premixed
and diffusion flames is determined by the Takeno index plotted in
the bottom graph of Fig. 5. As it can be seen, this index switches
from positive to negative values around 1.75 ms during the second
pilot combustion. During this phase, the flame begins to cover the
fuel jet as the reaction rate rises near stoichiometric regions. This
phenomenon not only causes the aforementioned increase in the
pressure wave amplitude but also generates a series of secondary
pressure perturbations along the flame surface. Those perturbations
can also be observed in the pressure trace in the form of smaller

FIG. 7. Pressure field visualization after the first pilot combustion. The bottom graph shows the relative pressure signal registered at a point close to the transducer location.
The highlighted A and C points correspond to the start and end of injection, while B is the high-temperature ignition timing. Subscripts indicate the combustion stage; 1 is the
first pilot phase, 2 is the second pilot phase, and 3 is the main injection phase.
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FIG. 8. Pressure field visualization
during the second pilot combustion
stage. Again, the spatially averaged
pressure evolution in the chamber is
subtracted in order to clearly observe the
unsteady pressure fluctuations, whereas
the spray–combustion interaction is
showed by a combination of equivalence
ratio and temperature clips.

high-frequency oscillations, shown in the left zoomed-view of the
pressure trace.

In the second snapshot, where the diffusion flame is com-
pletely established, the injection is already finished but the induced
flow momentum allows us to keep the jet structure. The secondary
oscillations, although still present, are notably reduced.

The final snapshot shows how the residual flames do not gener-
ate secondary perturbations as the jet momentum fades and only the
standing wave generated during prior combustion stages remains
dominant.

In order to extend the analysis done from the second pilot com-
bustion stage to the main combustion one, a series of snapshots were
chosen and are included in Fig. 9. This allows us to observe some
elusive phenomena difficult to show in short diffusive burnings.
Snapshots were specifically selected considering the distinct phases
of combustion to allow a better comprehension of the interaction
between pressure waves and the combustion process itself.

The first snapshot is focused on the transition between the pre-
mixed and diffusion combustion stages. In this case, the transition
is around 2.74 ms (see Fig. 5). It can be observed that the diffusion
flame settles along the spray plume as the injection progresses while
multiple local pressure fluctuations arise.

Inspection of the pressure field indicates a particular spray
ignition sequence. Sprays located at the exhaust side ignite earlier
than those located at the intake side, contributing not only to the
unsteadiness of the in-cylinder pressure field but also to generation

of multiple asymmetries. This is due to a combined effect of the
boundary conditions (exhaust ports are at higher temperature than
the intake ones) and the path followed by the flow during the gas
exchange process.84 In addition, an abrupt pressure rise is observed
at the end of the spray plume as a consequence of the high burning
rates experienced during premixed combustion.

Meanwhile, the heat release from the stabilized flame results in
a fluctuating density that generates additional pressure waves. The
turbulence–spray interaction between the chamber atmosphere and
jets acts as a supplementary source of pressure perturbations, which
contribute to the combustion acoustics. In Fig. 10, the interaction
among the spray, combustion, and pressure field is shown for the
same snapshots of Fig. 9. The pressure field is depicted around the
spray plumes to easily identify coupling effects. Snapshots 2–5 depict
the same pressure structures already seen in the second pilot com-
bustion stage but, in this case, during the main injection burning.
These structures persist during the whole injection event from the
initial spray structure (snapshot 1) to the fully established diffusion
flame, also including when the sprays interact with the piston surface
(snapshots 3 and 4).

Nevertheless, the standing wave generated during previous
stages clearly remains as the largest pressure perturbation inside the
chamber since the maximum amplitude of these secondary oscil-
lations is clearly below 20% of the maximum overall amplitude.
In addition, while the standing wave persists during the whole
combustion process, diffusion-induced oscillations are rapidly
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FIG. 9. Pressure field visualization dur-
ing the main combustion stage, follow-
ing the same visualization approach as
in the previous figures.

attenuated when the fuel injection is finished (snapshot 6). As it can
be seen in snapshot 5, when the injection is almost finished and the
spray plume is deformed by the swirl flow motion and the momen-
tum loss, these secondary waves do not show such a clear structure,
and as the timeline graph displays, their amplitudes are significantly
smaller.

As shown, this phenomenological analysis allows a character-
ization of the pressure oscillations produced during the different
combustion phases. Indeed, it reveals that pressure perturbations
induced by the diffusion flame are negligible not only in comparison
with the uniform pressure rise but also with the resonant standing
waves.
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FIG. 10. Details of the interaction between spray, combustion, and pressure field.
A radial cut of the pressure field is depicted together with the spray visualization
used previously.

B. POD analysis
Although the previous analysis allowed a clear view of which

combustion mechanisms lead to acoustic emissions, the contribu-
tion of each of them to the overall acoustics has not been properly
quantified. Therefore, it remains to be seen if pressure oscillations
caused by the diffusion flame dynamics increase noise levels within
the chamber in a significant way.

In this section, the proper orthogonal decomposition method
was applied to the CFD solution in order to shed some light on this
aspect. The method described by Torregrosa et al.67 was used for
preparing the data for the POD calculation. Data from a given cycle
were recorded at a constant time step using a frequency sample of
48 kHz while keeping all relevant acoustic information. Then, the
pressure field resulted after each converged time step was interpo-
lated to a regular mesh. The study was made for each of the com-
puted cycles, giving very similar results. Thus, for convenience, the
analysis presented in this section corresponds to the third engine
cycle.

Figure 11 shows an overview of the results obtained after the
application of Torregrosa’s POD methodology.67 In this figure, the
energy distribution is plotted together with the spatial distribution of
selected acoustic modes so as to identify which flow structures con-
tribute to the overall emissions to a greater extent. As in the referred
work,67 the first POD mode (Ψ1) related to the mean homogeneous
pressure is discarded to focus on the analysis of the unsteady behav-
ior of combustion, rather than that of the compression–expansion
cycle.

As Torregrosa’s work67 shows, POD modes Ψ2–9 gather ∼50%
of the remaining acoustic energy. The spatial distribution of these
high-energy modes is comparable to that reported by Hickling
et al.35 For instance, Fig. 11 includes the structure of modes Ψ2 and
Ψ7, being very similar to the asymmetric modes (m = 1, n = 0) and
(m = 2, n = 0) as denoted by Hickling.

Although not shown in this graph, modes Ψ2–57 also exhibit
scales similar to both cylinder and/or bowl diameters, already being
similar to the structures reported by Hickling et al.35

FIG. 11. Energy share distribution of
POD modes, highlighting some of the
most relevant chamber and spray related
modes. Only 95% of the total acoustic
energy is represented, disregarding the
least relevant modes.
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FIG. 12. Length scales of the most representative oscillation patterns. The
accumulated energy is also included to relate the energy of each mode to its
correspondent length scale.

Inspection of POD mode Ψ58 shows a similar oscillation pat-
tern to that reported in multiple works related to jet-induced
combustion devices.85 These structures are characterized by
opposed amplitude regions along the jet axis as a result of a helical
3D oscillation pattern.86 In all these works, similar flow structures
were identified in multiple applications in which the fluctuating
density in the stabilized flame was the main cause of noise emission.

Figure 12 relates the energy to the length scale of each POD
mode. In this plot, the size of the oscillation patterns was estimated
by computing the Euclidean distance between the maximum and
the minimum mode magnitudes. As expected from previous fig-
ures, large scales accumulate most of the acoustic energy. In par-
ticular, modes Ψ2–58, with a length scale comparable to both the
bore and/or the bowl of the cylinder, gather more than 80% of
the acoustic energy, thereby being the main contributors to engine
acoustics.

In Fig. 13, more POD modes are drawn in order to illustrate
this. As shown, POD modes Ψ2–10 have clear similarities to the the-
oretical modes reported by Hickling. The spatial structure becomes
less defined as the relevance of the mode decreases, but always
keeps large-scale patterns (Ψ29–31). Finally, the structures become
more focused on small scales specifically related to spray plumes
(Ψ58–59).

In addition, the inflexion point observed in the curve represents
the transition between these large oscillation scales and those smaller
oscillations related to the sprays burning. In this case, pressure oscil-
lations induced by diffusion flame dynamics gather less than 20% of
the total energy.

In order to confirm that the larger oscillation scales are origi-
nated during the premixed combustion, the amplitudes of three rel-
evant POD modes (Ψ2,7,58) are plotted in Fig. 14 for each time of the
CFD simulation. These modes have been normalized by their respec-
tive maximum amplitudes in order to easily observe the inception
point.

Inspecting the time evolution of these POD modes, clear rela-
tionships can be found between the inception of the modes and the

onset of the combustion of the different injections (denoted as in
previous figures by B1–3). It can be seen how the onset of modes
Ψ2,7 is coincident with the time of B1. On the other hand, mode
Ψ58 shows little relevance after B1, only exhibiting a sudden rise in
the amplitude after B2, close to the transition between premixed and
diffusion regimes (1.75 ms). This fact confirms that the larger scales
are generated during the premixed combustion regime and the pre-
ponderance of the two pilot injections in creating the resonant field.
Besides, small-scale oscillations are an intrinsic feature of diffusive
combustion.

FIG. 13. Spatial distribution of POD modes across the simulated chamber. Each
mode is represented by a contour slice of the real values of each individual mode
R{Ψi}.
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FIG. 14. Normalized amplitude of POD modes Ψ2,7,58 in the time domain. Ten
percent fuel burning times B1–3 for each of the three combustions are included for
reference.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a complete characterization of combustion noise

sources in a CI diesel engine has been performed, with regard to
the analysis of phenomena involved in the noise generation and
comprehension of the unsteady behavior caused by combustion.

A numerical model was employed in order to overcome exper-
imental limitations while addressing the study of noise sources in
detail, thereby providing valuable insights into all involved phenom-
ena.

Two different sources of acoustic perturbations caused by the
combustion were identified. The first, originated during the pre-
mixed combustion phase, produces a sudden increase in pressure
at the end of the fuel spray plumes, which generates a resonant wave
inside the chamber. The second one is originated from local density
fluctuations around the diffusion flame and, however, is not a fully
localized source since it spontaneously appears along the stabilized
flame during the mixing-controlled combustion phase.

Inspection of the numerically obtained pressure field offers a
qualitative way of characterizing the contribution of each source to
the chamber acoustic signature. It is shown that these diffusion-
induced oscillations are small and rapidly attenuated, when com-
pared to the standing wave generated due to the premixed burning.

In addition to this qualitative characterization, a more in-depth
study was carried out to verify this deduction. An analysis based
on proper orthogonal decomposition was made to isolate coherent
time-spatial flow features from the simulation.

Results revealed that modes characterized by large-scale struc-
tures (similar to the cylinder/bowl diameter) accumulate most of
the acoustic energy inside the combustion chamber and also that
the energy gathered by jet-related scales is insignificant. In this
way, POD confirms outcomes offered by the inspection of the CFD
solution.
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